Extension Courses Will Be Organized Upon Petition Of Interested Students

Extension courses will be organized in Albany and at other centers in the state, if there is sufficient demand for them, according to Dr. M. G. Nelson, director of extension teaching. Several courses have already been planned for Albany and other places.

Petitions for the organization of such courses may be addressed to Dr. Nelson.

All extension courses will meet in the evening and the first meeting of each course is scheduled for the week of September 15 at 7 o'clock. A schedule of courses that will probably be offered in Albany State College includes:

- 2 in Arts of Art History, 1 in History, 3 in English, 1 in Piano, 1 in Music, 1 in English.

Students who wish such transcripts should see Mr. French in room 150 Draper Hall between 12 and 1 o'clock today, between 2 and 3 o'clock today, or between 9 and 10 o'clock tomorrow.

Bryant Writes Paper For Speech Journal

Bybrent Bryant, in his recently prepared speech, submitted a paper to the speech journal. The paper is entitled "The Social Significance of Speech in Education." The paper delved into the importance of speech in education and its role in the development of students.

Students Will Not Leave Envelopes For Their Marks

Contrary to custom, students are not expected to leave their envelopes at the registrar's office, as students do not write marks in the envelopes. Instead, the registrar's office will distribute the marks to the students.
NEWS PUBLISHES LIST OF STUDENTS

The News hereon concludes the directory of summer session students.
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Cortland Alumni Meet At Sulphur Springs

The annual stock-out of the Cortland Normal alumni who were attending the summer session at State College was held at Sulphur Springs Thursday. During the day the party enjoyed swimming which was followed by luncheon at the hotel. Mr. Dunn placed with a token to the damper waferman before the early evening was spent in placing a seat and baseball. The latter was won by government and government by the unter line of students of Ray McNeely, class of 28, and Katherine Miller. A casting of the smoking malet was held at the eastern frontier and the Army band

Municipal Government
Class Hears Address

It is not unusual for the aldermen to accept the resignation of public official. In order to stimulate interest in the matter of the city auditor, a discussion was held on the New York State convention of Mayors, at which some interesting new trends in modern municipal government and suggested resolutions concerning government. The class is interested in government.

New Superintendent
Is A State Graduate

Anson R. Condon, who took office as superintendent of schools in the last week, is a graduate of State College in the class of 1927.
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Men Are Conducting A Tennis Tournament

A tennis tournament is being held in the main stadium of the summer session of the Gorkin University on the American model.

The matches take place at various locations based on the American model.

In Russia the principle of the American system is being reversed.

Dr. Stratemeyer gave a talk on "The Active Ages in Education." He urged that teachers should help children to be active participants in their education.

Griffin Will Speak On Opening Of School

Dr. Griffin will speak on the opening of the school. He will discuss the importance of education in today's world.

Vacation Schools

The vacation schools are another key part of the Soviet educational system. They are popular among students and teachers. The schools offer a break from the regular school schedule and provide an opportunity for students to pursue their interests.

Positively No Freedom

In conclusion, Dr. Stratemeyer emphasized the importance of education in preparing children for a successful future. He called for continued support for educational programs and initiatives.

160 ARE ENROLLED IN RURAL CLASSES

Two New Paltz Instructors Teach These Courses This Summer

Nearly 160 students are enrolled in the special courses in rural education offered this summer. These courses, which are not listed in the catalog, were designed to meet the needs of rural students. Over 550 students have registered for the courses so far.

The courses include curriculum, soil management, methods of propaganda, and three art courses. These courses are intended for those who are interested in pursuing a career in rural education.
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President gives Views on Russia
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The last class is not the only one that is important. The next class is equally important.
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